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Abstract: Hyperspectral remote sensing serves as an effective tool for estimating foliar nitrogen
using a variety of techniques. Vegetation indices (VIs) are a simple means of retrieving foliar nitrogen.
Despite their popularity, few studies have been conducted to examine the utility of VIs for mapping
canopy foliar nitrogen in a mixed forest context. In this study, we assessed the performance of
32 vegetation indices derived from HySpex airborne hyperspectral images for estimating canopy
mass-based foliar nitrogen concentration (%N) in the Bavarian Forest National Park. The partial least
squares regression (PLSR) was performed for comparison. These vegetation indices were classified
into three categories that are mostly correlated to nitrogen, chlorophyll, and structural properties
such as leaf area index (LAI). %N was destructively measured in 26 broadleaf, needle leaf, and mixed
stand plots to represent the different species and canopy structure. The canopy foliar %N is defined
as the plot-level mean foliar %N of all species weighted by species canopy foliar mass fraction.
Our results showed that the variance of canopy foliar %N is mainly explained by functional type
and species composition. The normalized difference nitrogen index (NDNI) produced the most
accurate estimation of %N (R2 CV = 0.79, RMSECV = 0.26). A comparable estimation of %N was
obtained by the chlorophyll index Boochs2 (R2 CV = 0.76, RMSECV = 0.27). In addition, the mean NIR
reflectance (800–850 nm), representing canopy structural properties, also achieved a good accuracy in
%N estimation (R2 CV = 0.73, RMSECV = 0.30). The PLSR model provided a less accurate estimation of
%N (R2 CV = 0.69, RMSECV = 0.32). We argue that the good performance of all three categories of
vegetation indices in %N estimation can be attributed to the synergy among plant traits (i.e., canopy
structure, leaf chemical and optical properties) while these traits may converge across plant species
for evolutionary reasons. Our findings demonstrated the feasibility of using hyperspectral vegetation
indices to estimate %N in a mixed temperate forest which may relate to the effect of the physical
basis of nitrogen absorption features on canopy reflectance, or the biological links between nitrogen,
chlorophyll, and canopy structure.
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1. Introduction
Nitrogen is a primary regulator of many leaf physiological processes, such as photosynthesis,
respiration, and transpiration [1–3], and is strongly linked to chlorophyll content, light use efficiency,
and net primary production [4–6]. Nitrogen is often a limiting factor for plant growth, and its role in
the carbon cycle has been emphasized [7–9]. Furthermore, nitrogen is an important input parameter in
ecosystem process models [10,11]. Acknowledging the significant role of leaf nitrogen in biodiversity
and ecosystem functioning, leaf nitrogen content has also been proposed as one of the essential
biodiversity variables by the remote-sensing and ecology communities for satellite monitoring of
progress towards the Aichi Biodiversity Targets [12,13].
Nitrogen has been retrieved with good accuracy using leaf- and canopy-level hyperspectral data
despite the fact that it is only a relatively small constituent (0.2%–6.4%) in leaves [14,15]. Hyperspectral
data are capable of detecting the narrow absorption features of nitrogen by providing contiguous,
narrow spectral band information. That offers an efficient and cost-effective solution to estimate leaf
nitrogen compared to the traditional destructive sampling methods. Previous studies on nitrogen
concentration estimation in vegetation used spectra from leaf powder, dry leaves, and fresh leaves,
and also made estimates at the canopy level [16–18]. There are a number of challenges in the retrieval
of nitrogen at the canopy level, such as the mask of the strong water absorption [17,19], the confounding
effects arising from canopy structure, illumination/viewing geometry, and background [20,21]. Efforts have
been made to enhance the absorption features of nitrogen and reduce the sensitivity of the aforementioned
parameters to canopy reflectance. Spectral transformation is one of the approaches, such as using
first/second derivatives and log transformation of reflectance [22,23]. Other approaches, such as continuum
removal [17,24], water removal [25,26], and wavelet analysis [27], also improved the nitrogen retrieval.
Leaf nitrogen has been determined in forest [18,23,28–30], grassland [31–33], and crop
ecosystems [34–36]. Empirical techniques are dominant in the retrieval of different vegetation variables
from remote sensing data such as nitrogen, ranging from vegetation indices [37] and traditional
regression techniques such as stepwise multiple linear regression [17] and partial least square
regression [18], to a number of artificial intelligence methods such as support vector regression, neural
network, and Bayesian model averaging [32,38,39]. Among the empirical techniques, vegetation indices
are one of the simplest and most widely used approaches to estimate leaf biochemical contents such
as nitrogen. Nitrogen mainly exists in proteins and chlorophylls in the leaf cells [15]. Since nitrogen
and chlorophyll are well correlated across different species [1,2,40], vegetation indices designed for
chlorophyll have been used as a means of nitrogen estimation [41]. The spectral wavelengths near
550 nm and 700 nm as well as the red-edge region (680–780 nm) have been utilized for assessing
chlorophyll [35,42], resulting in a large number of indices [43–45]. Compared with chlorophyll, there
are a limited number of studies that propose indices specifically for nitrogen estimation, most of which
were developed for crops [37,46–48], with few developed for forest [49].
Canopy structure confounds the estimation of foliar nitrogen when using canopy spectral data
because it is the main driver of canopy reflectance variations. Ollinger et al. [7] reported that the
significant correlation between NIR reflectance (800–850 nm) and canopy foliar mass-based nitrogen
concentration (%N) can be used for predicting nitrogen. However, Knyazikhin et al. [50] pointed
out that the relationship can be attributed to the correlation between NIR reflectance and canopy
structure. Ollinger et al. [51] argued that their hypotheses were based on the biological associations
between nitrogen and structural traits that affect NIR scattering and reflectance. Additionally,
Townsend et al. [52] disagreed that the %N-NIR relationship is necessarily spurious, as Wright et al. [14]
and Ollinger [53] indicated that the canopy structure and leaf properties may co-vary across plant
functional types. Species and plant functional types (i.e., broadleaf and coniferous forest types) account
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for most of the variance of canopy chemistry that has been demonstrated across tropical [54–57],
temperate [58], boreal forests [29,59], and Mediterranean ecosystems [60]. The link between species
and canopy biochemistry can be explained by the concept of ‘global leaf economics spectrum’ [14],
which means that the key plant traits such as leaf mass per area, specific leaf area, leaf nitrogen, leaf
phosphorous, leaf lifespan, and photosynthesis fall into a spectrum across plant species, and species
converge towards the functional traits globally [14,61]. However, the covariance of these functional
traits has not been fully evaluated for nitrogen estimation.
There is a large body of literature focusing on the estimation of nitrogen in crops for monitoring
and predicting crop yield [37,46,47,62]. However, to our knowledge, little research has been conducted
for validating the use of vegetation indices for mixed forests (including both broadleaf and needle leaf
species), whose structure and composition varies substantially from that of crops. Such mixed forest
is common in temperate zone at mid-latitude. This study aimed to evaluate the performance of 32
vegetation indices derived from airborne hyperspectral imagery for estimating canopy foliar nitrogen
in a mixed temperate forest. The commonly-used partial least squares regression was performed for
comparison. These vegetation indices can be classified into three categories that are mostly correlated to
biochemical and physical properties of vegetation (i.e., nitrogen, chlorophyll, and structure properties
such as leaf area index (LAI)). The nitrogen indices are chosen based on the effect of the physical basis
of nitrogen absorption features on canopy reflectance. The chlorophyll and structural indices were
involved here to exploit their potential for estimating nitrogen through the biological links between
nitrogen, chlorophyll, and canopy structure.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area and Field Data
The study area is located in the southern part of the Bavarian Forest National Park (49˝ 3’19”N,
Germany (Figure 1). The park has a total area of 24,218 hectares. The bedrock of the region
is primarily composed of gneiss and granite. Soils weathered from these parent materials are naturally
acidic and low in nutrients. The main soil types are brown soils, loose brown soils and podsol brown
soils. Elevation ranges from 600 m to 1453 m. The climate is temperate with a total annual precipitation
between 1200 mm and 1800 mm and a mean annual temperature of 5.1 ˝ C in the valleys, 5.8 ˝ C on
hillsides, and 3.8 ˝ C in the higher montane zones [63]. Dominant species of the forests are Norway
spruce (Picea abies) (67%) and European beech (Fagus sylvatica) (24.5%), with some white fir (Abies alba)
(2.6%), sycamore maple (Acer psudoplatanus) (1.2%) and mountain ash (Sorbus aucuparia) (3.1%) [63].
Since the mid-1990s, the forests of the National Park have been affected by the proliferation of the
spruce bark beetle (Ips typographus). By 2012, the bark beetle attack resulted in the death of mature
spruce stands over an area amounting to 6000 ha [64].
Fieldwork was carried out from mid-July to mid-August 2013, using a stratified random sampling
strategy. Land cover data were obtained from Department of Conservation and Research, BFNP.
Based on land cover types, the study area was stratified into broadleaf, needle leaf, and mixed forest
areas. The mixed forest includes both broadleaf and needle leaf species, and the fractions vary across
areas. To involve variations in canopy structure, 26 plots were randomly selected over the three
vegetation types, resulting in eight broadleaf, eight needle leaf, and 10 mixed forest plots. Each plot
was 30 m ˆ 30 m in size, and a Leica GPS 1200 (Leica Geosystems AG, Heerbrugg, Switzerland) was
used to record the center location of each plot (with an accuracy of approximately 1 m). Within each
plot, depending on the species composition, one to three trees of each dominant overstory species were
selected for sampling, resulting in overall 34 broadleaf samples (29 European beech, two sycamore
maple, two mountain ash, one goat willow (Salix caprea)) and 27 conifer needle samples (20 Norway
spruce and seven white fir). Each sample was composed of at least 20 leaves taken from the branches
of an individual tree. The branches of sunlit leaves were shot down from the top of each selected tree
using a crossbow. Leaf samples were stored in zip-lock plastic bags with wet paper towels, and placed
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Within each plot, the canopy structural parameters, such as leaf area index (LAI), tree height,
diameter at breast height (DBH), and number of trees from each dominant species were collected.
The tree height, DBH, and number of trees were used to calculate the species foliar biomass using
published allometric equations [66,67]. The plot-level foliar %N (referred to as canopy foliar %N
hereafter) was calculated as the mean leaf nitrogen concentration for each species, weighted by species
canopy foliar mass fraction [50]:
ÿk
%N “
ni fMi ,
(1)
i “1

where ni represent the average mass-based nitrogen concentration of species i within a plot, fMi is the
canopy leaf dry mass fraction of species i (in g/g), and k is the number of species within a plot.
fMi was calculated as
m fLAIi
fMi “ řk i
,
i“1 mi fLAIi

(2)

where mi are the average leaf mass per area for species i within a plot.
fLAIi is the leaf area fraction of species i, which can be calculated as
fBiomassi SLAi
,
fLAIi “ řk
i“1 fBiomassi SLAi

(3)

where fBiomassi is the foliar biomass fraction of species i, and SLAi is the average specific leaf area for
species i within a plot.
LAI for each plot was calculated from five upward-pointing hemispherical photographs collected
from the plot center and 10 m from the center in each diagonal direction. The images were acquired
using a Canon 5D equipped with a fisheye lens leveled on a tripod at around breast height (1.3 m
above the ground) near dawn or dusk. Two-corner classification was applied on the obtained images,
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and combined Lang and Xiang clumping correction were used to estimate the LAI as outlined in
Woodgate et al. [68], Macfarlane [69], and Leblanc et al. [70], respectively.
2.2. Airborne Hyperspectral Data Collection and Processing
The hyperspectral data were obtained with the HySpex sensor by the German Aerospace Center
(DLR) for the study area on 22 July 2013. The HySpex sensor-system consists of two imaging
spectrometers with spectral ranges of 415–1000 nm (VNIR) and 1000–2500 nm (SWIR), which record
the solar radiance reflected at the Earth surface. The HySpex sensor comprises 160 and 256 spectral
channels with spectral resolution of 3.7 and 6 nm, and spatial resolution of 1.65 m and 3.3 m, for VNIR
and SWIR, respectively. The HySpex data were recorded between 9:00 and 11:00, at an average flying
height of 3000 m above ground level. The data were collected in 19 image strips for the study area
with overlaps of about 30%, each strip covering about 1.1 km ˆ 11 km. The flight line was run in an
almost N–S direction. Most of the image strips were acquired under cloud-free conditions and none of
the sample plots were located in the strips with clouds present.
The image strips were preprocessed by the German Aerospace Centre (DLR). Image data were
converted from DN (digital number) to at-sensor radiance using laboratory radiometric calibration
information. Ortho-rectification was performed based on the parametric model/table using attitude
and flight path data recorded by a differential GPS (DGPS) onboard the aircraft in combination with a
digital terrain model (DEM). Atmospheric correction was performed to calibrate image data to surface
reflectance using the ATCOR4 model based on atmospheric lookup tables generated with the radiative
transfer model MODTRAN4. For more information about the ATCOR4 model please see Richter
and Schlaepfer [71]. The atmospherically corrected reflectance HySpex data still contains random
and systematic noise. Iterative Adaptive Spatial filtering tool (IAS) is a spatial based method [72],
which applies a kernel gradient function based on local similarity (sliding window). IAS was applied
to atmospherically corrected reflectance to reduce random noise and local intra-class variability while
retaining spectral edges. With random noise removed, the Savitzky Golay filter was applied to remove
the remaining noise features that can primarily be attributed to systematic noise [73,74].
The image reflectance values for each field plot were extracted from the preprocessed strips.
A 17 ˆ 17 pixel window (i.e., 27.2 m ˆ 27.2 m) centered around the center of each plot was used to
collect the spectra in VNIR from a sampling plot, while a 9 ˆ 9 pixel window (i.e., 28.8 m ˆ 28.8 m) was
selected for SWIR. For each window, the average spectrum was calculated to represent a plot. In total,
26 spectra were extracted over the 415–2500 nm. Regions 1350–1450, 1800–1950, and 2400–2500 nm
were disregarded because of strong atmospheric water absorption and noise.
2.3. Vegetation Indices Calculation
Using the plot-level hyperspectral data, three categories of published vegetation indices mostly
correlated with biochemical and physical properties, i.e., nitrogen, structure, and chlorophyll,
were calculated (Table 1). All the vegetation indices were adapted to the HySpex bandset using
the closest bands available.
Table 1. Published vegetation indices used in this study.
Index

Formula

Reference

1. Nitrogen Index
NDNI1510
NI_Tian
NI_Wang
NI_Ferwerda
PALI
Modified PALI

[log10 (1/R1510 ) ´ log10 (1/R1680 )]/[log10 (1/R1510 ) + log10 (1/R1680 )]
R705 /(R717 + R491 )
(R924 ´ R703 + 2R423 )/(R924 + R703 ´ 2R423 )
(R693 ´ R1770 )/(R693 + R1770 )
řn
pR N IR ´Ri q
ři“1
n
i“1 pR N IR `Ri q
řn
plogp1{R N IR q´logp1{Ri qq
ři“1
n
i“1 plogp1{R N IR q`logp1{Ri qq

Serrano et al. [49]
Tian et al. [46]
Wang et al. [47]
Ferwerda et al. [75]
Mobasheri and
Rahimzadegan [76]
This study
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Table 1. Cont.
Index

Formula

Reference

2. Structural Index
NDVI
RVI
TVI
RDVI
MSAVI
DLAI
DASF
NIR Reflectance

(R800 ´ R670 )/(R800 + R670 )
R800 /R670
0.5 [120(R750 ´ R550 ) ´ 200(R670 + R550 )]
(R800 ´ R670 )/(SQRT(R800 + R670 ))
0.5 (2R800 +1 ´ SQRT((2R800 + 1)2 – 8 (R800 ´ R670 )))
R1725 ´ R970
See Knyazikhin et al. (2013)
Mean reflectance in the near infrared (800–850 nm) spectral range

Tucker [77]
Jordan [78]
Broge and Leblanc [79]
Roujean and Breon [80]
Qi et al. [81]
le Maire et al. [41]
Knyazikhin et al. [50]
Ollinger et al. [7]

3. Canopy Chlorophyll Index
Boochs
Boochs2
DDn
GI (Green Index)
Green NDVI
OSAVI
OSAVI[705,750]
MCARI
MCARI/OSAVI
MCARI[705,750]
MCARI/OSAVI[705,750]
TCARI
TCARI[705,750]
TCARI/OSAVI
TCARI/OSAVI[705,750]
MTCI
SPVI
Sum_Dr1

D703
D720
2R710 ´ R(710 ´ ∆) ´ R(710 + ∆)
R554 /R677
(R800 ´ R550 )/(R800 + R550 )
(1 + 0.16)(R800 ´ R670 )/(R800 + R670 + 0.16)
(1 + 0.16)(R750 ´ R705 /(R750 + R705 + 0.16)
((R700 ´ R670 ) ´ 0.2(R700 ´ R550 ))(R700 /R670 )
MCARI/OSAVI
((R750 ´ R705 ) ´ 0.2(R750 ´ R550 ))(R750 /R705 )
MCARI[705,750]/OSAVI[705,750]
3((R700 ´ R670 ) ´ 0.2(R700 ´ R550 )(R700 /R670 ))
3((R750 ´ R705 ) ´ 0.2(R750 ´ R550 )(R750 /R705 ))
TCARI/OSAVI
TCARI[705,750]/OSAVI[705,750]
(R754 ´ R709 )/(R709 ´ R681 )
0.4 ˆ 3.7(R800 ´ R670 ) ´ 1.2SQRT((R530 ´ R670 )2
Sum of first derivative reflectance between R625 and R795

Boochs et al. [82]
Boochs et al. [82]
le Maire et al. [41]
Smith et al. [83]
Gitelson et al. [84]
Rondeaux et al. [85]
Wu et al. [42]
Daughtry et al. [86]
Haboudane et al. [87]
Wu et al. [42]
Wu et al. [42]
Haboudane et al. [87]
Wu et al. [42]
Haboudane et al. [87]
Wu et al. [42]
Dash and Curran [88]
Vincini et al. [89]
Elvidge and Chen [90]

RNIR is the reflectance at 1063.7 nm, and Ri is the reflectance at ith absorbing band (bands in wavelengths 1020,
1510, 1710, 1980, 2060, 2130, 2180, 2240, and 2300 nm). The ∆ in the formula of DDn refers to the distance to 710
nm, and its value is set to 50 nm as suggested in le Maire et al. [41].

2.3.1. Vegetation Indices Related to Nitrogen
Six canopy vegetation indices proposed specifically for %N estimation were included in this study.
The normalized difference nitrogen index (NDNI) was developed using airborne hyperspectral data for
estimating nitrogen in Mediterranean shrub ecosystems with low LAI [49]. Two other indices, NI_Tian
and NI_Wang were developed in crops, i.e., rice and wheat [46,47]. NI_Ferwerda was proposed with
field canopy hyperspectral data across multiple plant species, including trees, grass, and shrubs [75].
The protein absorption lines index (PALI) designed for crops integrated all nitrogen absorption
bands [76] rather than using only one band in NDNI (see the equation in Table 1). We proposed a
modified PALI by using the log transformed reflectance [log(1/R)] spectra. Log(1/R) (also called
pseudo-absorbance) is suggested because it provides a curve comparable to an absorption curve,
with peaks occurring at the corresponding absorption wavelengths [49].
2.3.2. Vegetation Indices Related to Structural Parameters
Eight structural related indices related to physical properties, most of which were originally
developed for leaf area index (LAI) estimation, were selected according to Li and Wang [91]. In addition
to these indices, a directional area scattering factor (DASF) was also considered in this category, which
was derived based on spectral invariant theory to characterize the canopy structure [50]. The DASF
is not considered a specific canopy structure parameter such as leaf area index (LAI), stem density,
tree height, etc., but a structural parameter that governs how the scattered radiation from a leaf is
further transformed through multiple scattering processes [50]. Furthermore, due to the significant
relationship between %N and NIR bidirectional reflectance factor (BRF) reported in Ollinger et al. [7],
the mean near-infrared (NIR) reflectance in the spectral interval 800–850 nm was also examined.
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2.3.3. Vegetation Indices Related to Chlorophyll
The 18 commonly-used indices related to biochemical properties i.e., chlorophyll, were selected
based on Main et al. [43]. They can be adopted for nitrogen estimation given the correlation
between nitrogen and chlorophyll [1,2,40,65]. The chlorophyll related indices are focused on the
red region (660–680 nm), where chlorophyll absorbed most. The red-edge region, 680–780 nm, which is
characterized by a rapid change in reflectance between the red (670 nm) and near-infrared (800 nm),
is influenced by the strong chlorophyll absorption in the red wavelength and leaf scattering in the
NIR wavelength [92]. The red-edge region has been found to be sensitive to chlorophyll and nitrogen
concentration [93,94], and incorporated in vegetation indices for estimation of chlorophyll [42,87,88].
This study took advantage of the abovementioned spectral regions for estimation of %N.
2.4. Statistical Analysis
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to calculate the proportion of variance explained by
species and functional types in nitrogen at the foliar level and plot level. Mean comparison for nitrogen
at the foliar level between species and functional types was conducted by Tukey’s honest significance
test. Mean comparison for nitrogen at the plot level between functional types was also performed.
Canopy foliar nitrogen and the aforementioned vegetation indices were regressed with a linear
and an exponential function. The exponential function was chosen to estimate %N to provide
an accurate fit as the signal saturates with an increasing %N. Subsequently, a model was then
established for estimating %N using the indices. All the models were validated using a “leave-one-out”
cross-validation (LOOCV), with the final model developed using all 26 samples. The LOOCV method
has been widely used in previous studies [6,18,65] and acts as an efficient way of maximizing the
use of relatively small datasets [33]. For each dependent variable, a model was developed using
independent variables from 25 samples, which was used to estimate the value of the left-out sample.
The procedure was repeated 26 times in order to obtain estimates for all samples. The cross-validated
coefficient of determination (R2 CV ), root mean square error (RMSECV ), and normalized RMSE
(NRMSECV = RMSECV /range) between predicted and measured values were calculated to evaluate
the performance of the regression models. The cross-validated RMSE is a good indicator of the accuracy
of the model in predicting unknown samples, because the predicted samples are different from the
samples used to build the model [95].
The partial least squares regression (PLSR) reduces the original data to a set of independent factors,
being useful where the number of independent variables are much larger than that of dependent
variables [96]. Compared with multiple linear regression models, PLSR avoids the problem of
co-linearity of variables which is inherent when using hyperspectral data. PLSR has been widely used
in the remote sensing community for predicting vegetation parameters such as nitrogen [18,29,97].
In addition to vegetation indices, PLSR was used to relate the spectral data to field measured canopy
foliar %N. The number of latent factors selected for the PLSR was determined by minimizing the
RMSE between predicted and measured values, which was calculated by using the LOOCV method.
The standardized regression coefficients and the variable importance of projection (VIP) values were
calculated. VIP shows the importance of each wavelength on the regression model. Variables that have
VIP values greater than 0.8 are considered as important to the model [98].
Statistical analysis was conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics 20 (IBM, Inc., Armonk, NY, USA)
and MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
3. Results
3.1. Characteristics of in Situ Canopy Foliar Nitrogen and LAI
Variations of canopy foliar nitrogen were observed in plots with different vegetation types. Table 2
shows the statistical characteristics of %N. The mean %N in broadleaf, needle leaf, and mixed forest
were 2.77%, 1.55%, and 1.69%, respectively. The pure broadleaf plots had the largest range of %N,
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varying from 2.18% to 3.29%, and largest coefficient of variance (CV) of 0.14. The %N in needle leaf
plots gave the smallest range of 0.24. Mixed forest provided an intermediate range and CV of %N.
In terms of LAI, needle leaf plots had the highest mean value of 4.21. Additionally, %N in needle leaf
plots had the largest CV of 0.14 and largest range of 1.11. The broadleaf plot had the lowest mean LAI
of 3.00 and exhibited the smallest range of 0.39.
Table 2. Statistics of in situ canopy foliar %N and LAI (plot number = 26).
Remote Sens. 2016, 8, 491

Canopy Foliar %N

Needle
Leaf
NI_Wang

Broadleaf

9 of 19

LAI
Mixed
0.08

Needle
0.54Leaf

Broadleaf
0.30

Mixed

1.45
2.18
1.48
3.61
2.85
2.79
NI_Ferwerda
0.49
0.40
0.23
1.69
3.29
2.15
5.14
3.24
4.55
PALI
0.14
0.52
0.29
1.55
1.69
4.21
3.00
3.63
Modified
PALI 2.77
0.68
0.32
0.18
0.09
0.39
0.20
0.46
0.14
0.39
2.0.06
Structural index
0.14
0.12
0.11
0.05
0.11
NDVI
0.57
0.37
0.21
0.24
1.11
0.67
1.53
0.39
1.76
RVI
0.59
0.36
0.20
TVIby Species and Functional Type
0.62
0.35
0.19
3.2. Variance of Nitrogen
RDVI
0.71
0.31
0.17
At the foliar level,
species and functional types
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Table 4. The performance of spectral vegetation indices for estimating canopy foliar %N.
Index

R2 CV

RMSECV

NRMSECV
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0.05
0.08
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0.14
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3.3.1. Vegetation Indices Related to Nitrogen
Among the six vegetation indices that were formulated based on the nitrogen absorption bands
(Table 1), NDNI1510 gave the most accurate estimation of canopy foliar nitrogen with a R2CV of 0.79
and RMSECV of 0.26 (Figure 3a and Table 4). We examined other forms of NDNI that used nitrogen
absorption bands other than 1510 nm, such as 1020 nm, 1730 nm, 1980 nm, 2060 nm, 2130 nm, 2180
nm, 2240 nm, and 2300 nm [16]. None of them outperformed the NDNI1510, among which the three
indices using wavelengths at 2240 nm, 2180 nm, and 2130 nm achieved relatively higher accuracies
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3.3.1. Vegetation Indices Related to Nitrogen
Among the six vegetation indices that were formulated based on the nitrogen absorption bands
(Table 1), NDNI1510 gave the most accurate estimation of canopy foliar nitrogen with a R2 CV of 0.79
and RMSECV of 0.26 (Figure 3a and Table 4). We examined other forms of NDNI that used nitrogen
absorption bands other than 1510 nm, such as 1020 nm, 1730 nm, 1980 nm, 2060 nm, 2130 nm,
2180 nm, 2240 nm, and 2300 nm [16]. None of them outperformed the NDNI1510 , among which
the three indices using wavelengths at 2240 nm, 2180 nm, and 2130 nm achieved relatively higher
accuracies in %N estimation (R2 CV = 0.74, 0.69, and 0.68, respectively; results not shown). The nitrogen
indices developed in crops, i.e., NI_Tian and NI_Wang, failed to yield an accurate estimation of %N
(R2 CV < 0.1) and the index proposed by Ferwerda et al. [75] across multiple plant species provided
a low accuracy of estimated %N (R2 CV = 0.49, RMSECV = 0.40). The PALI derived from Mobasheri
and Rahimzadegan [76] in crops using original reflectance also failed to estimate %N (R2 CV = 0.14);
however, the modified PALI using the log transformed reflectance [log(1/R)] could predict %N with a
good accuracy (R2 CV = 0.68, RMSECV = 0.32).
3.3.2. Vegetation Indices Related to Structural Parameters
Among the eight structural related vegetation indices, the NIR reflectance (800–850 nm) achieved
the most accurate estimation of canopy foliar nitrogen with R2 CV of 0.73 and RMSECV of 0.30 (Figure 3c
and Table 4).The RDVI, MSAVI outperformed other indices in providing an accurate estimation of %N
with a R2 CV of 0.71. The rest of the indices estimated %N with moderate to good accuracy, with R2 CV
between 0.55 and 0.65.
3.3.3. Vegetation Indices Related to Chlorophyll
Among the 18 chlorophyll-related vegetation indices studied at canopy level, the Boosch2
index provided the most accurate estimation of canopy foliar nitrogen with a R2 CV of 0.76 and
RMSECV of 0.27 (Figure 3b and Table 4). That was followed by the DDn, SPVI, and Sum_Dr1 indices,
which obtained a R2 CV of 0.72–0.73. Less accurate estimation of %N was given by the Boochs, Green
NDVI, OSAVI, OSAVI[705,750], MCARI[705,750], MCARI/OSAVI[705,750], and TCARI indices with
a R2 CV of 0.57–0.69. Other chlorophyll-related vegetation indices failed to estimate %N with a good
accuracy (i.e., R2 CV < 0.38). The revised indices MCARI[705,750] and MCARI/OSAVI[705,750] formed
by reflectance at 750 nm and 705 nm proved to have a higher linearity with chlorophyll content than
the indices MCARI and MCARI/ OSAVI using those at 800 nm and 670 nm [42]. These revised indices
also improved the accuracies of %N estimation in this study (with R2 CV increasing from 0.38 to 0.68,
see Table 4).
The ratio of selected vegetation indices and OSAVI or OSAVI[705,750], i.e., MCARI/OSAVI,
MCARI/OSAVI[705,750], TCARI/OSAVI, and TCARI/OSAVI[705,750], were introduced to reduce the
sensitivity to underlying background reflectance contributions [86]. However, such combinations did
not improve the %N estimation accuracy given the moderate to dense vegetation in the sampling plots
(with minimum LAI of 2.79). For similar reasons, the TCARI series indices did not outperform the
MCARI series indices in %N estimation (Table 4), even though TCARI was defined to overcome the
limitations of MCARI that were sensitive to the variations of reflectance characteristics of background
materials at low chlorophyll concentrations [87].
3.4. Performance of PLSR in %N Estimation
The performance of the PLSR model for %N estimation is presented in Figure 4. The canopy foliar
%N was estimated with a R2 CV of 0.69 based on the PLSR model with one factor. The accuracy was
comparable with those from the best vegetation indices. The standardized regression coefficients and
VIP showed that the whole spectrum contributed to the PLSR model with greater influence from the
NIR and SWIR regions (Figure 5).
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The spatial variation of nitrogen in the map corresponds well with the distribution of broadleaf,
needle leaf and mixed forest [63]. This is also confirmed by our observations during the field
campaign [65]. We calculated the mean and standard deviation of canopy foliar %N for all image
pixels in the forest area. The mean and standard deviation are 2.11% and 0.59%, respectively, which are
quite close to values of sampled plots measured from the field (1.98% and 0.58%).
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vegetation indices, canopy foliar %N was mapped by the best performing index, NDNI1510 (Figure 6).
The nitrogen related vegetation index NDNI1510 produced the most accurate estimation of canopy
foliar nitrogen (R2 CV = 0.79, Table 4) among all the vegetation indices involved in this study. Though
NDNI1510 was derived in the heterogeneous Mediterranean shrub vegetation [49], our study proved
that it can also be applied to a mixed temperate forest. The index was developed based on the nitrogen
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absorption features at 1510 nm, with a causal basis, so in theory it should be generalizable to other
species. The values of NDNI1510 paralleled those of canopy foliar nitrogen, and differed significantly
between functional types (p < 0.001). This indicated that functional types drove the relationship
between the index NDNI1510 and nitrogen. We also examined other forms of NDNI that used nitrogen
absorption bands other than 1510 nm, such as 1020 nm,1730 nm, 1980 nm, 2060 nm, 2130 nm, 2180 nm,
2240 nm, and 2300 nm [16], which did not improve the estimation accuracy.
Other nitrogen-related vegetation indices derived for crops, such as NI_Tian [46] and
NI_Wang [47], failed to estimate %N in this study site, indicating the poor transferability of such
indices across vegetation types. The NI_Ferwerda developed in Ferwerda et al. [75], based on multiple
species using field canopy spectra, returned weak estimates of %N (R2 CV = 0.49, Table 4). This can be
justified by the differences between field and airborne canopy reflectance measurements; the latter were
affected by the atmosphere, signal-to-noise ratio, etc. Another possible reason is that the index could
not take the composition and structure of the mixed forest into account. The index PALI proposed
in Mobasheri and Rahimzadegan [76] incorporated all nitrogen absorption bands; however, it failed
to estimate %N when using the reflectance. When replacing the form of reflectance in the index with
log(1/R) as suggested in Serrano et al. [49], the modified PALI gave a good performance in estimating
%N (R2 CV = 0.68, Table 4). These findings were inconsistent with past studies that improved the
accuracies in %N estimation using pseudo-absorbance [log(1/R)] rather than reflectance [22,23,26].
The mean NIR reflectance between 800 and 850 nm provided an accurate estimation of nitrogen
(R2 CV = 0.73, Table 4), which was in agreement with the findings reported for some temperate and
boreal forests in North America [7]. In addition to NIR reflectance, most of the other structural
related indices were capable of estimating foliar nitrogen at a moderate to good accuracy (Table 4).
The results might be explained by the control of functional type and species composition with regard
to the ‘global leaf economics spectrum’ [14]. That is the functional convergence across species among
optically important leaf traits such as leaf mass per area, nitrogen concentration, and canopy structural
properties such as LAI [53]. However, a weak correlation between %N and LAI was observed in this
study (R2 = 0.38, results not shown). A structural parameter, crown closure, was found to determine
the relationship between nitrogen concentration and hyperspectral data in a boreal forest study [29],
since crown closure represents the amount of green foliage in the canopy and thus controls the spectral
response of the canopy. However, that relationship was not observed in this study (R2 = 0.09, results
not shown). The reason might be the relatively dense forest with a small range of crown closure (mean
˘ std: 0.82 ˘ 0.06) at our study site. The %N—NIR relationship displays a gradient across functional
types; therefore, a broader context of canopy structure including foliage distribution, inner crown
structure, and outer canopy surface should be considered to fully understand the mechanisms of
the relationship.
First of all, the foliage clumping of needles in shoots rises the multiple photon-needle interactions
within a shoot, thereby increasing the probability of self-absorption and reduced reflection [53].
Secondly, additional factors may include crown shape, canopy volume and density, and gap
fraction. [53]. For instance, broadleaf stands have spherical or ellipsoidal shaped crowns and
needle-leaf stands have ellipsoidal or conical shapes. Last but not least, the smooth and continuous
upper surfaces of broadleaf canopies allow more photons to be detected by a sensor, which leads to
higher reflectance [50]. These factors, as a whole, result in higher reflectance of broadleaf as compared to
needle-leaf trees across the NIR region and SWIR spectral regions (as presented in Figure 7). Therefore,
the functional link between %N and NIR reflectance could provide a means for estimating canopy
foliar %N [51] and a simple and rapid means of generating regional maps of nitrogen variations.
The best performing chlorophyll-related vegetation indices utilized the spectral information
in the red-edge region, such as Boochs2, DDn, and Sum_Dr1, which gave accurate estimation of
canopy foliar nitrogen with R2 CV of 0.76, 0.72, and 0.73, respectively (Table 4). The red-edge region
(680–780 nm), which has a low reflectance in red due to chlorophyll absorption and high reflectance
in NIR due to leaf internal scattering and canopy structure, has been shown to be more sensitive
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The best performing chlorophyll-related vegetation indices utilized the spectral information in
the red-edge region, such as Boochs2, DDn, and Sum_Dr1, which gave accurate estimation of canopy
foliar nitrogen with R2CV of 0.76, 0.72, and 0.73, respectively (Table 4). The red-edge region (680–780
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5. Conclusions
5. Conclusions
This study evaluated the performance of three categories of vegetation indices, mostly correlated
This study evaluated the performance of three categories of vegetation indices, mostly correlated
to nitrogen, chlorophyll. and structural properties, derived from airborne hyperspectral imagery for
to nitrogen, chlorophyll. and structural properties, derived from airborne hyperspectral imagery for
canopy foliar nitrogen estimation in a mixed temperate forest. The canopy foliar nitrogen varied by
canopy foliar nitrogen estimation in a mixed temperate forest. The canopy foliar nitrogen varied by
functional type and species composition at the site. Our results showed that canopy foliar nitrogen
functional type and species composition at the site. Our results showed that canopy foliar nitrogen
can be estimated at a moderate to good accuracy by all three categories of vegetation indices in a
can be estimated at a moderate to good accuracy by all three categories of vegetation indices in a
mixed temperate forest. The normalized difference nitrogen index (NDNI) achieved the most accurate
mixed temperate forest. The normalized difference nitrogen index (NDNI) achieved the most
estimation of nitrogen, which utilized the nitrogen absorption feature at 1510 nm with a physical
accurate estimation of nitrogen, which utilized the nitrogen absorption feature at 1510 nm with a
basis. Most of the structural related indices could estimate nitrogen at a moderate to good accuracy,
physical basis. Most of the structural related indices could estimate nitrogen at a moderate to good
due to the functional link between canopy structure and nitrogen resulting from functional type and
accuracy, due to the functional link between canopy structure and nitrogen resulting from functional
species differences. Among the chlorophyll-related vegetation indices, those utilizing information in
type and species differences. Among the chlorophyll-related vegetation indices, those utilizing
the red-edge spectral region gave a relatively accurate estimation of nitrogen. The PLSR model also
information in the red-edge spectral region gave a relatively accurate estimation of nitrogen. The
captured the functional type variation of %N, though it provided a less accurate estimation. The good
PLSR model also captured the functional type variation of %N, though it provided a less accurate
performance of three categories of vegetation indices in nitrogen estimation confirmed the emergent
estimation. The good performance of three categories of vegetation indices in nitrogen estimation
ecosystem properties such as canopy structure, leaf chemical and optical properties [14,52,53].
confirmed the emergent ecosystem properties such as canopy structure, leaf chemical and optical
The applicability of vegetation indices can be further evaluated by generating a large synthetic
properties [14,52,53].
dataset through coupling the modified PROSPECT leaf optical properties model [102] with a canopy
The applicability of vegetation indices can be further evaluated by generating a large synthetic
reflectance model [103,104]. With the aid of upcoming earth observation systems, regional to global
dataset through coupling the modified PROSPECT leaf optical properties model [102] with a canopy
maps of foliar nitrogen can be generated for the sake of biodiversity assessment.
reflectance model [103,104]. With the aid of upcoming earth observation systems, regional to global
maps of foliar nitrogen
can bewas
generated
forbythe
of Scholarship
biodiversity
assessment.
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